Great Content by Design – CORSAIR Acquires Visuals by Impulse
February 16, 2021
FREMONT, Calif., Feb. 16, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Corsair Gaming, Inc. (NASDAQ:CRSR) (“CORSAIR”), a world leader in high-performance
gear for gamers and creators, is pleased to announce it has acquired Visuals by Impulse, the world’s premium design platform for creators, which will
join CORSAIR under its existing Elgato brand.
Founded in 2015, Visuals by Impulse (VBI) provides professional design for creators on Twitch, YouTube, and Facebook Gaming. Streamers around
the world use VBI overlays, alerts, and widgets to customize their broadcasts and grow their fanbases. Thanks to VBI technology and design, anyone
can create stylish, personalized live-streaming content — from first-time creators to streaming superstars.
VBI works with some of the biggest names in live-streaming, from international celebrities, to esports organizations, to gaming and technology brands.
VBI is a trusted partner for over 200,000 creators — and the industry’s go-to resource for free graphics, premium animations, and online streaming
tools.
“With the addition of Visuals by Impulse to the Elgato family, we’re excited to extend our core mission of empowering content creators. Design is a
crucial element shaping a creator’s identity, and VBI has been at the forefront of making beautiful and interactive design accessible to anyone,” said
Julian Fest, SVP and General Manager at Elgato. “Together with the talented team at VBI, we plan to push the boundaries of what design can mean
for creators.”
"We're delighted to join and work alongside the Elgato family, a brand that has become synonymous with giving creators the tools they need to truly
shine. Elgato’s attention to detail with products, marketing, and the role of design matches our own and makes us ideal partners," said Caleb Leigh,
Founder and General Manager of Visuals by Impulse. "We're excited to bring new innovations to creators across the globe, especially exploring the
potential of matching Elgato's platforms, such as Stream Deck, with VBI's design capabilities.”
Visuals by Impulse will become a product line within Elgato.
For more information on Visuals by Impulse, please visit: https://visualsbyimpulse.com/
About CORSAIR:
CORSAIR (NASDAQ:CRSR) is a leading global developer and manufacturer of high-performance gear and technology for gamers, content creators,
and PC enthusiasts. From award-winning PC components and peripherals, to premium streaming equipment and smart ambient lighting, CORSAIR
delivers a full ecosystem of products that work together to enable everyone, from casual gamers to committed professionals, to perform at their very
best.
CORSAIR also includes subsidiary brands Elgato, which provides premium studio equipment and accessories for content creators, SCUF Gaming,
which builds custom-designed controllers for competitive gamers, and ORIGIN PC, a builder of custom gaming and workstation desktop PCs and
laptops.
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